WinSPC Hosted Solutions
Harness the Power of the Cloud
About DataNet
DataNet Quality Systems empowers
manufacturers to improve products,
processes, and profitability through
real-time statistical software
solutions. The company’s vision
is to deliver trusted and capable
technology solutions that allow
manufacturers to create the highest quality product for the lowest
possible cost.

WinSPC Hosted Solutions Overview
DataNet now offers hosted solutions that allow
customers to experience the benefits of a centralized
available-anywhere WinSPC experience without any
of the complexities of procuring and managing their
own hardware and software infrastructure. DataNet
has partnered with Amazon Web Services to reliably
deliver WinSPC sessions at an affordable cost by
utilizing one or more of the world class datacenters and systems that power services from
companies like Amazon, Twitter, Netflix, Pinterest, and SAP. This allows DataNet to focus
on providing the services that add value for you and for you to focus on your production
outcomes.
With DataNet’s hosted solutions, hardware maintenance, operating system patches, database and WinSPC upgrades are all handled automatically and logged. Backups and database replicas are maintained, monitored, logged and guaranteed. Your systems remain
accessible from only your locations or from anywhere in the world. System backup,
snapshot and downtime windows become simply a matter of scheduling. DataNet’s
hosted solutions permit hardware and licensing to be completely managed while remaining flexible to meet your changing needs.
DataNet knows that each company has its unique requirements and expectations for
performance. DataNet’s hosted solutions can accommodate a wide range of differing
requirements. Solutions can be tailored to suit the needs of the individual customer,
providing from 1 to 88 cores per tier in order to get just the right cost-to-performance
balance for each customer. Likewise databases can scale invisibly from 20GB to 1TB per
instance for Microsoft and up to 3TB per instance for Oracle.
Whether your goal is to reliably replicate what you have done before, consolidate supplier,
vendor or distant data collection, or migrate your existing systems to an automated and
managed environment, DataNet’s team of engineers can help you to understand your
options and define the most cost efficient and effective path for you to you attain your
goals.
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